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First Date of Publication: 08/01/2020
MESSAGE FROM EDITORIAL BOARD OF
THE NEPALESE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (NJAE)-2020 Issue

Call for Research Papers
The Nepalese Journal of Agricultural Economics (the Journal) is an annual publication of the
Nepal Agricultural Economics Society. The Journal is an important platform in Nepal for
sharing research works on agricultural economics, understood broadly to cover a number of
allied areas such as food and agricultural policy, agricultural markets and trade, adoption of new
technologies and productivity and farmers’ income, natural resource and environmental
economics and food and nutrition security.
The Editorial Board of the Journal is very happy to issue this Call for Papers – inviting
research articles to be considered for publication in the Journal’s 2020 issue.
Guidelines for the submission of research articles

Scope/areas – The Journal publishes research papers on agricultural economics, understood
broadly to cover a range of allied areas such as food and agricultural policy, agricultural markets
and trade, technological progress, productivity growth and farmers’ income, natural resource and
environmental economics, and food and nutrition security - but not necessarily limited to these
subjects.
Papers with high analytical content – The Journal prioritizes research papers with high
analytical content (for example based on the rigor of data analysis using appropriate quantitative
tools), as well as – in addition to analytical rigor – that address prominent policy issues.
Original work – The paper submitted should be fresh or original. Submission of a paper implies
that it has not been published previously and is not under consideration for publication
elsewhere. Many journals these days undertake similarity checks using software to verify that
most of the write-ups are fresh. The editors of this Journal might as well run those checks.
Paper length – Research articles should not exceed 7,000 words, including references, footnotes,
tables, figures and appendices (that means, the target range for the main body of the paper is
about 5,000 words).
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Manuscript - The manuscript should be prepared with a font size of 12, Times New Roman,
double spaced and with US spelling style. The papers should follow this order: Title, Author (s)
name and address and e-mail for correspondence, Abstract, Keywords, Main text (introduction,
objectives, conceptual/ analytical framework, research methods/techniques, discussion,
conclusion), Acknowledgement, Appendix, References, Figures, and Tables. The Journal
follows Harvard reference system (see Annex below for more details on this).
Review process - Acceptance, rejection, and acceptance with corrections – Following the
standard practice of the peer-reviewed Journals, all submitted papers will be screened initially by
one or more members of the editorial committee, followed by blind-reviews by two selected
reviewers who would be asked for their recommendations for: rejection; acceptance; and
acceptance with revisions.
Submission – Papers should be submitted via e-mail to the following address;
Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Ramesh Sharma
Nepalese Journal of Agricultural Economics(NJAE)
Email: rsharma2556@gmail.com
Kathmandu, Nepal
Cc:
General Secretary
Dr. Devendra Gauchan
Nepal Agricultural Economics Society (NAES)
Email: nepalagriecosociety@gmail.com
Web: www.naes.org.np
Kathmandu, Nepal

Deadline for submission – The final draft of the paper should be submitted to Chief Editor for
reviews by 30 September 2020. The Editorial Board welcomes queries from potential
contributors, including clarification and discussion on the paper itself, with a view to improving
the quality of the paper.
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Annex 1 – Further details on the Guidelines
Title of the Article: It should be short and specific.
Author’s Identification: To protect anonymity in the review process, the authors should not
show their name (s) and acknowledgments on the first page but on a separate page.
Abstract: The abstract should be informative and concisely state the scope of work,
methodology in original and principal findings, and should not exceed 200 words. The abstract
should not contain abbreviations or references.
Key Words: Key words (3-6) should be given at the end of the abstract to facilitate computer
search.
Tables and Illustrations: The units should be in metric system. The tables and illustrations in
size adjustable in one or two columns of the Journal along with captions should be placed at the
end of the text, but their place in the text should be indicated. Numerical results should be
presented in the form of either tables or figures, but not both.
Figures and line drawings: These should be of quality suitable for printing and will not
normally be redrawn by the publisher.
Formulae: Formulae should be typewritten, if possible. Leave ample space around the formulae.
Subscripts and superscripts should be clear. Greek letters and other non-Latin or handwritten
symbols should be explained in the margin where they are first used. Take special care to show
clearly the difference between zero (0) and the letter O, and between one (1) and the letter 1.
Give the meaning of all symbols immediately after the equation in which they are first used.
Footnotes: Footnotes should only be used if absolutely essential. In most cases it should be
possible to incorporate the information in normal text. If used, they should be numbered in the
text, indicated by superscript numbers and kept as short as possible.
Reference style
References should be cited in the text according to the Harvard reference system, that is, use the
last name of the author(s), the date of publication and, following quoted material, the page
references. Also note:
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1. Ibid. (and the like) not used when repeating citations. Simply repeat the original citation
verbatim, e.g. (Orwell, 1945).
2. Multiple citations within parentheses should be divided by a semi-colon, and there should be
no use of ‘&’ within such multiple references. References to works published in the same year
should be cited e.g. (Smith, 1991a, b).
3. Multiple citations within text should be ordered by date, not alphabetically by author’s name,
e.g. (Smith, 1902; Jones and Bower, 1934; Brown, 1955, 1958a, b; Green, 1995).
4. et al. may be used in citations within the text when a paper or book has three or more authors,
but note that all names are given in the reference itself.
5. Page spans in references should be given in full, e.g. Sedgewick (1935: 102-103).
Book/Multiple Authors
Archer, K., Gibbins, R., Knopff, R., and Pal, L. 1995. Parameters of Power: Canada's Political
Institutions Scarborough: Nelson.
Kuznets, S. 1969. Modern Economic Growth: Rate, Structure and Spread. New Haven, CT, Yale
University Press.
Articles in Edited Volumes
Bennett, C.J. and Bayley, R. 1981. The new public administration of information: Canadian
approaches to access and privacy, in: M.W. Westmacott and H.P. Mellon (eds) Public
Administration and Policy: Governing in Challenging Times. (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall), pp.
116–127.
Articles in Journals
Tangerman, S., Josling, T.E. & Pearson, S.R. 1987. Multilateral negotiations on farm support
levels, World Economy, 10, pp. 265-281.
Salazar, D.J. and Alper, D.K. 2002. Reconciling environmentalism and the left: perspectives on
democracy and social justice in British Columbia’s environmental movement. Canadian Journal
of Political Science, 35(4), pp. 527–540.
Reports, proceedings, unpublished literature
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Panayiotis, C.A. 1999. Convergence across Canadian provinces. Discussion paper series, No. 9903, Department of Economics, University of Calgary.
Nesbitt-Larking, P. 1994. The 1992 referendum and the 1993 federal election in Canada: Patterns
of protest, in: Proceedings of the annual meeting of the Canadian Political Science Association,
Calgary, Canada, pp. 351–365.
Barr, C.W. 2000. Evaluations of political leaders in Canada, Britain and the United States.
Doctoral dissertation, York University, Toronto, Ontario.
Articles in Newspapers
Smith, A. 1999. Spending limits irk Cabinet. The Globe and Mail, 3 December, p. A1.
Internet source: Give the universal resource locator in full: Nepalese Journal of Agricultural
Economics (Vol. 1, No. 1, September 2011)
http://info.wlu.ca/~wwwpress/jrls/cjps/english/cjpsstyle.html
Articles in Internet / Website
Ikerd, J. 1999. Sustainable agriculture as a rural economic development. Retrieved from
http://www.ssu.missouri.edu/ faculty/JIkerd/papers/sa-cdst.htm on 2 May 2002.
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